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The Life After War Collection
Post-Apocalyptic Survival Three months after the nuclear war that turned America
into an apocalyptic wasteland, Safe Haven has made it from California to South
Dakota. Adrian now has six of the seven gifted people sent to ensure the survival
of their country. However, not everyone can handle Adrian’s version of
safety—including some of his closest people. This apocalypse book includes
Deleted Scenes Character Profiles Eagle Teams List Need to Know Information
Length: 830 pages ISBN#: 978-1-9459-2704-1 Next in series: Nuclear Ashes (Book
3) Life After War Box sets are now available! Why have more files than you need?
Related to series: Alexa’s Travels, Marc and Dog book free, armageddon, post
apocalyptic survival, dystopian military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse
horror, Ebooks for free, shtf book

Dystopian Stand Book Four
Dearly Departed Book Eight
Cold Bonds
The Quest for Safe Haven has BegunThe Killin' Fields of Nebraska have become an
apocalyptic legend in the four years since nuclear war devastated the world. Only
those who have no other option will cross the endless state of corn and brave the
monsters that roam in search of prey. It is a place of magic and curiosity, of
walking dead and ghostly apparitions. Once inside that untamed nightmare,
anything might happen.An Apocalyptic AdventureAlexa and her fighters have now
made it to this cursed land. Haunted and exhausted, their quest is threatened by
old behaviors and surprise dangers that force the fighters to accept that the other
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travelers may be even more lethal than any ghost stalking them through the
apocalyptic ruins of Nebraska. Paul isn't the only weak link they have along for this
adventure.

Dystopian Stand
The Lion’s Prophecy
This Bible study will help the reader to learn how to control her thoughts and why
that is necessary. It will accomplish this by identifying what the Bible has to say
about thoughts and then reinforcing those points using interactive questions,
personal application, and memory verses. The following quote by Ralph Waldo
Emerson illustrates how important a person's thoughts are:"Sow a thought and you
reap an action; sow an act and you reap a habit; sow a habit and you reap a
character; sow a character and you reap a destiny."The foundation verses for this
study are:2 Corinthians 10:45-"For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds; casting down imaginations,
and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ." Philippians
4:8-"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be
any praise, think on these things."

Our Paper
The Chautauquan
This file contains Dystopian Stand, Fight for Survival, Carved in Stone. Life After
War (LAW) is an apocalyptic series that will take you from the White House to a
journey through a treacherous, broken land in desperate need of heroes. This story
is not for younger readers. It is graphic depiction of humanity in all its forms. As I’m
sure you know, some of those are quite ugly. Please be prepared for that. Includes:
*Books 4-6 in the LAW series *2630 pages *Deleted Scenes *Character Bios and
more Need to Know Information Length: 2681 pages Author: ©Angela White
Publisher: C9 Publications ISBN#:978-1-945927-99-7 Next in series: Shattered
Dreams (Book 7) Life After War or Box Set 7-9 Related to series: Alexa’s Travels,
Marc and Dog Life after war, armageddon, post apocalyptic survival, dystopian
military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse horror, angela white box set, shtf
book,

Marc and Dog
The Changeling, (the Bachelor Battles)
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Forever Changed Book Three
Texas Mail Order Bride
the challenge every man facesthe fight every man can win From the television to
the Internet, print media to videos, men are constantly faced with the assault of
sensual images. It is impossible to avoid such temptationsbut, thankfully, not
impossible to rise above them. Shattering the perception that men are unable to
control their thought lives and roving eyes, Every Man's Battle shares the stories of
dozens who have escaped the trap of sexual immorality and presents a practical,
detailed plan for any man who desires sexual purity-perfect for men who have
fallen in the past, those who want to remain strong today, and all who want to
overcome temptation in the future. Includes a special section for women, designed
to help them understand and support the men they love.

Change the Way You Think
Every Man's Battle
This box set contains all current books in the Life After War series by Angela White,
plus both backstories. That’s 10 full books in one file--over 6000 pages!

Carved in Stone Book Six
First ever large-scale study of Crécy and its context, bringing out its true
importance in English and French history.

To the Death,(the Bachelor Battles)
A Post-Apocalyptic Fight for Survival Angela has moved Safe Haven to the postapocalyptic Mountains of Georgia to make their stand. She has put a plan in motion
that will free them all or get them all killed. For her, everything since the
apocalypse has come down to this moment. It’s what she’s been training for, what
her men have tried to prepare her for, but only fate knows if it will be enough.
Kendle isn’t adjusting well to being among her own kind. She doesn’t like any of
them. They’re not serious enough in her opinion, not hard enough to deserve an
angel like Marc, who she is drawn to against her will. She wants to spill blood, but
as far as Safe Haven is concerned, she couldn’t care less if they all live or die. Their
fight for survival isn’t hers. Samantha has a vital mission. Her role is one that Neil
and Jeremy would never have allowed. Samantha’s time to prove herself has come
and she’ll need all of her strength, her concentration, to accomplish it. She has a
hard job in their apocalypse plan and if she fails, she will die. Sam wouldn’t have
that any other way. The Eagles are tired of the drama. They want things back the
way they were and after this fight for survival, they will make sure it happens.
Angela is who they will support if she saves them all, even against Marc. The camp
members feel the same. They will follow whoever gives them freedom from the
apocalypse. The Government is counting on the chaos. News of the angels
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gathering has reached the bunker and those in charge are confident that they can
sweep in and grab the paranormal people while everyone is distracted. They will
kill the rest. There are too many descendants, too many future dangers. If the
government doesn’t do something now, they aren’t likely to get such a good
chance again. Having all that magic in one place is a mistake that the government
plans to take advantage of. They’ve sent Major John Donner to handle the
situation. Major Donner has studied the descendants and their inner angels his
entire military career. He spends months at a time underground with them in the
labs. He knows them better than anyone on the government’s payroll. He’s the guy
they call to recapture paranormal escapees or to hunt down new angels. His family
has served in this manner for a century. His name is whispered with loathing
among descendants and soldiers alike. He is brilliant, he is ruthless, and the postapocalyptic government has turned him loose. Need to Know Information Title:
Fight for Survival Length: 811 pages Author: ©Angela White Publisher: C9
Publications ISBN#: 978-1-9459-2707-2 Next in series: Carved in Stone (Book 6)
Life After War Box sets are now available! Why have more files than you need?
Related to series: Alexa’s Travels, Marc and Dog life after war, armageddon, post
apocalyptic survival, dystopian military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse
horror, angela white, shtf book,

The Life and Adventures of Don Quixote and His Squire Sancho
Panza. Revised and Corrected, with All the Original Notes, Etc
The Soldiers are Coming Safe Haven has grown too powerful to be ignored any
longer. The remaining government wants all survivors secured for their own use or
eliminated, and they couldn't have chosen a better time to reemerge from their
dystopian holes. Safe Haven has a new leader and a tall wall of fresh challenges to
overcome in their fight for survival. Adrian's condition is critical, the camp isn't
ready to accept the existence of magic, Mother Nature still has them in her
crosshairs, and they are low on food, water, and fuel. The next eight weeks will be
the hardest they've gone through yet, and it may still not be enough to ensure
their survival. Can Angela bring the pieces together in time? Dystopian Stand Book
Four 859 pages This file incudes: · Deleted scenes · LAW reading order · A chapter
from book 5

Uncollected Stories of William Faulkner
Colonel Maria Olsen, decorated veteran of the Afghanistan and Iranian campaigns
and the general’s onetime companion, will be compelled to leave her spiritual
retreat and join him on this, his final mission. Together, they will face hardship and
mortal danger as General Scofield leads his army to a climactic confrontation with
his nation’s enemies. Before joining him in death, Maria’s last act of devotion will
be to seek revenge against his mortal enemy, a mysterious Saudi Prince known to
them through the general’s Angelic prophecy.” The Lion’s Prophecy opens with the
nuclear destruction of Washington DC and New York City, and the deaths in those
blasts of our nation’s most prominent political and financial leaders. Only one man
alive has the technological ability and the moral courage to rally the country, rout
its enemies, and save the United States from destruction: General Michael Scofield,
“The Lion.” Will he unleash World War III with his menacing display of destructive
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power? Will he “stand down” at war’s end, or dictate terms to the country’s new
leadership? Will his secret research into genetic design change the very nature of
mankind? These are the questions asked in The Lion’s Prophecy. With its global
action and life-altering technologies, "The Lion’s Prophecy" is the ultimate novel for
fans of futuristic techno-thrillers. Prophecy also provides food for thought for
readers in search of an alternative spiritual zeitgeist. The saga explores the impact
of technology on war, and the impact of both on the material and spiritual
existence of mankind. "The Lion’s Prophecy" can be read on many different levels
-- as a fast-moving adventure story, as a cautionary tale about the subduction of
our humanity by genetic engineering and other technological marvels, or as a
spiritual journey in which the protagonists confront their inner demons and triumph
over them.

Pictorial National Records
Cold Bonds Alexa and her team settled in for the winter, eager for a long break
from the quest, but fate hates to waste time. Company rolls through their small
town in waves, disrupting the peace and angering the gunfighters who don’t want
to get involved in anyone else’s quest. When Billy is taken from them, the team
has no choice. Fighting factions force Alexa to pick sides in a long-running dispute
between males fighting slavery laws and the female government now harshly
enforcing them. Another civil war is tearing apart the few remnants of society and
neither gender is innocent in the fight. Will Alexa’s men join the slaves who
desperately need their help? Will Alexa side with the females against her men? It
will take cold bonds to keep them together. Need to Know Information Title: Cold
Bonds Alexa’s Travels Book Four Length: 445 pages Author: ©Angela White ISBN#:
978-1-945927-61-4

Beauty and the Bachelor
Who's ready to play? Are ya?Are ya really?500 Years into the future, nine of every
ten babies conceived are female. Men have been enslaved for their protection and
the only way to get a mate is to enter the Network Games and fight for one. The
Catch? It's a live battle To The Death and the competition is fierce.Let's meet the
PlayersCandice Marie Pruett- Just barely 18, this intimidating Bounty Hunter resides
in the Recovery Zones of Ohio and has a long record of excessive force. Recently
fined over one million UD's for injury to a family member, this brutal Changeling
only wants one thing. To get back what was stolen from her.Rank at the start of
competition: 5/10.The Blond Bombshell- As reigning champion, this Dock worker is
heavily favored to repeat her vicious victory and claim a second Bachelor. Trying to
amass a harem to stand between her and the Change, she starts the games
ranked 1/10.The Ex-Defender- Fresh from tracking fugitives in the deserts of
Nebraska, this former Network guard seeks to make amends by winning and
donating her prize to charity. The dangerous, untrained male she allowed to
escape is still missing and has lowered her rankings on day one, to just 7/10.And
their prize: A choice ofDaniel is a 20 year old Bachelor with excellent home skills
and no memory of his life before being sold to the Network. Calm and
unaggressive, he has been trained to be the perfect, harmless mate, and now
hopes for a kind and loving owner to take him home.OrOne of the eight other
brutally brainwashed males sharing his Cell. They are lot #21198.Who's ready to
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play? Are ya? Are ya really?"If you like the Running Man, reality shows, or survival
TV, then you'll love the Bachelor Battles. There's never been a game quite like it."
-The Review Shop

The Change
The Soldiers are coming for Adrianand everyone else like him. Safe Haven has
grown too powerful to be ignored any longer. The surviving government wants all
survivors secured for their own use or eliminated, and they couldn't have chosen a
better time to reemerge from their dystopian holes. Safe Haven has a new leader
and a tall wall of fresh challenges to overcome in their fight for survival. Adrian's
condition is critical, the camp isn't ready to accept the existence of magic, Mother
Nature still has them in her crosshairs, and they are low on food, water, and fuel.
The next eight weeks might be the hardest they've gone through yet, and still not
be enough to ensure their survival. Can Angela bring the pieces together in time or
will this be the end? “The war has begun to change us… The mental cliffs we've
been forced to leap to survive this dystopian existence–the horrors that we now
hold inside–are nothing compared to the metaphysical evolutions. We're harder,
stronger, more determined, but also weaker because we need each other so much.
It creates vulnerabilities. We're all angrier, as well. We know the soldiers also
survived the war and that we’ll have to fight them to remain free. We've faced
slavers and nature, attacks from crazed refugees, and personal hatred inside our
own borders, but all of that was to prepare us for this moment of facing our own
military. We represent what's left of the great American herd.” Need to Know
Information Title: Dystopian Stand Book 4 of the Life After War series New Edition:
2017 Length: 822 pages Author: ©Angela White Publisher: C9 Publications ISBN#:
978-1-9459-2706-5 Next in series: Fight for Survival (Book 5) Life After War Box
sets are now available! Why have more files than you need? Related to series:
Alexa’s Travels, Marc and Dog life after war, armageddon, post apocalyptic
survival, dystopian military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse horror, angela
white, shtf book

The American Legion Weekly
Shattered Dreams Book Seven
"So beautiful. You make it impossible to think." He pulled her against him and
found her mouth. "You don't know how long I've wanted to do this." When he let
her up for air, she whispered as though she couldn't trust her voice, "Is this
another Texas custom?" "Absolutely," he growled. "Welcome to Texas." Rancher
Cooper Thorne thinks his life is finally on an even keel-until Delta Dandridge steps
off the stagecoach and claims she's his mail order bride. Brash and quick-witted,
the meddling Southern Belle is everything Cooper thought he never wantedand
everything his heart is telling him he needs. But Cooper swore long ago that he'd
never marry, and he aims to keep his word, especially now that the demons from
his past have returned to threaten everything-and everyone-he holds dear

The Bachelor of Arts
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Harper's Young People
Their First Attempt at a Dystopian Settlement Safe Haven is going to try making a
permanent dystopian settlement in a Georgia mountain and every soul in their
camp is ready for the break. They have traveled for more than nine months since
the apocalypse. Now, they can finally quit living from trucks and try to rebuild what
they’ve lost. The promised luxuries the descendants are going to exhume from the
ashes of society are being anticipated eagerly. Except… More Horror is Coming
Safe Haven thinks they’ve endured the worst the apocalypse had to offer, but
they’ve actually been lucky. That’s about to change and the descendants can’t
stop it. Magic is powerless against radiation and other effects of a nuclear war.
When Yellowstone blows, it forces a hard choice: Do we stand or do we run?
Radiation, Refugees, and Revenge “The refugees swept across the country, fleeing
Yellowstone’s relentless horror. Innocent and corrupt alike, they arrived at our
Georgia mountain gates with illnesses that we couldn’t treat, with crimes on their
hands that we wouldn’t condone. They surrounded us with their misery, ramming
our security with trucks and waves of gunfire. Even the innocent refugees took all
we had to give, begging until we had nothing left for ourselves, but still we tried to
help them. We brought vast numbers inside, only to be betrayed. You can’t
imagine our horror. Customs were shunned, our kindness was mocked and the
fragile peace began to crumble. That’s when then things got ugly.” –Samantha
Moore, SH Council. Surrounded by desperate refugees and radiation dangers, Safe
Haven must now make the hardest choice of any apocalypse: Do they stay and
fight for their dystopian settlement or do they run and try to be grateful that they
at least have their lives? Carved in Stone. The apocalypse just got a lot harder.
Includes: Dog chapters! Deleted Scenes Updated Eagle teams Need to Know
Information Title: Carved in Stone Book 6 of the Life After War series New Edition:
2017 Length: 844 pages Author: ©Angela White Publisher: C9 Publications ISBN#:
978-1-9459-2708-9 Next in series: Shattered Dreams (Book 7) Life After War Box
sets are now available! Why have more files than you need? Related to series:
Alexa’s Travels, Marc and Dog life after war, armageddon, post apocalyptic
survival, dystopian military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse horror, angela
white, shtf book,

Life After War Box Set 4-6
“Welcome to the final episode of the Bachelor Battles!” The war changed all of us
in one way or another, and some of us in every way possible. “It looks like we’ll
have another of those infamous, bounty-hunting Pruetts with us for this episode.”
We’ve had almost five hundred years of Network rule. “Has there ever been a
family so merciless, so mate-hungry?” It was past time someone challenged them.
“Samantha J. Pruett!” Sam grinned, moving onto the time trials field as the crowd
roared approval. She hadn’t come for the taste of blood or because of the change.
Sam was here for the Network and she hadn’t come alone. The thrilling conclusion
of the Bachelor Battles trilogy! Biological Title: Forever Changed Book 3 Bachelor
Battles Trilogy Length: 791 pages Author: ©Angela White Publisher: C9
Publications ISBN#: 978-1-945927-84-3
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Tit-bits from All the Most Interesting Books, Periodicals and
Contributors in the World
In New America, a past biological horror has caused almost all births to be female.
Males have been declared 'protected' (enslaved) to stop humans from going
extinct. The only way to get a man, to have any chance at a family, is to enter the
Games and win one. Torn apart when Daniel was sold, Candice is now keeping her
promise. Finally of legal age and ready to challenge the rulers who make them all
exist in torment, this fiery female will put everything on the line to rescue her
childhood sweetheart from the Games. If she wins, it might cause a revolution that
leads to a future where the Network no longer exists. If she loses, she and her
soulmate will both die. In this post-apocalyptic future, the competitions are fierce
and even the winners leave damaged.

Bow Bells
Dog is running for his life. Wrongly blamed after a child was taken, the wolf went
deep into the wilderness to avoid human hunters. The last thing he wanted was to
be shoved into someone else’s flight for safety. Marcus Brady is a Marine Sniper,
just returned from a long deployment that did little to boost his faith in humanity.
He prefers to spend his home time in parks and forests, avoiding people, but barely
a day passes before the Corporal is ambushed and forced to use the skills he has
developed over nearly six years in the Corps. Except, this time, instead of a gritty
fire team or squad of angry Marines fighting alongside, his backup is a lethal wolf
that likes to attack while his back is turned. If Marc can’t make friends, it may cost
both their lives. Life after war, angela white, military fiction, survival horror,
military thriller, action adventure, marine corps

Adrian's Eagles Book Two
Who's ready to play? Are ya?Are ya really?500 Years into the future, nine of every
ten babies conceived are female. Men have been enslaved for their own protection
and the only way to get a mate is to enter the Network Games and fight for one.
The Catch? It's a live battle To The Death and the competition is fierce.Let's meet
the playersAngelica Eve Pruett- A member of the merciless Pruett Bounty Hunters,
this Changeling resides in the Ohio Valley Recovery Zones, where she helps to
clear the old roads. Following in her brutal cousin's footsteps, she seeks what can
only be had here, at the Network Games. A Man. Rank: 9/15.Kim Lee- Longing for a
legal family, this Frogtown warrior knows a win will gain her the breeding pass she
was denied by the baby registry for being under the 5'5" limit. This wild teenager
finished first at the time trials and is ranked 1/15.The Bush Sisters- Sworn to
secrecy as a condition of the Care Campaign, rumors suggest the wealthy starlets
from Bangor have fallen on hard times due to unpaid family taxes and criminal
misconduct charges. If one of them wins, their family will no longer be in Network
disgrace. Ranks: Chelsea: 3/15. Emily: 6/15. Danielle: 8/15.And just what are they
fighting for?Their choice of 15 perfectly trained bachelors, all secretly longing for
an escape from the Network. They are lot #21250.Who's Ready to Play? Are
ya?Are ya Really?
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Brewing Battles
Publisher's description -- Brewing Battles is the comprehensive story of American
beer and the American brewing industry, from its colonial beginnings to the
present. Although todayU+2019s beer companies have their roots in preProhibition business, historical developments since Repeal have affected the
industry over all, from individual brewers like Anheuser-Busch to the microbrewers, and have influenced the tastes and habits of beer-drinking consumers as
well. This book explains beer as a business and as a pleasure in America .

The Change
Unwilling Soulmates Angelica is out of time. Terrified of snapping and killing
innocent people, the furious teenager has signed up for the games. Either by
winning her own mate or by her death during the show, she came to New Network
City to find peace. The fight for freedom that her cousin Candice started may cause
a revolution, but Angelica won't be a part of it unless she can summon the strength
to conquer her fear of herself. Jason was kidnapped and sold to the Network after
witnessing the murder of his family. He remembers his loving parents, his freedom.
He is not a submissive bachelor. He is a rebel who desperately wants to join Baker
in the safe zone. With inside information to get him accepted, all Jason needed was
an escort through the post-apocalyptic wastelands of New America. Who better to
protect him on the adventure than an honorable Pruett? What he doesn't count on
is the love and protection that the infamous family gives to their males. Will Jason
be able to resist Angelica's charms or will he succumb to their romance and accept
his legal place as her slave?

The Battle of Crécy, 1346
The Bachelor Battles “After the apocalypse, there were no jails, no police. We had
to do something with the criminals. Letting those killers fight it out for our
entertainment achieved two goals at once. The apocalypse was depressing. Fresh
blood brightened our day.” –The Network Council, 93AW. Centuries later, the
simple battles have evolved into a dystopian nightmare where the contestants are
all female and the prizes are enslaved males who have been programed to be
perfect, submissive mates. Families are strongly encouraged to sell any sons to the
Network in exchange for food and fame. Those who resist are labeled rebels and
tracked down by bounty hunters with no mercy. Torn apart when Daniel was sold,
Candice is now keeping her promise. Finally of legal age and ready to challenge
the rulers who make them all exist in torment, this fiery female will put everything
on the line to rescue her childhood sweetheart from the Games. If she wins, it
might cause a revolution that leads to a future where the Network no longer exists.
If she loses, she and her soulmate will both die. In this post-apocalyptic future, the
competitions are fierce and even the winners leave damaged. The Bachelor Battles
Trilogy You are about to go on a dystopian quest where women rule the world and
humanity itself is going extinct. In the Bachelor Battles, everything has changed…
Need to Know Information Title: The Change Book One of the Bachelor Battles
Trilogy Length: 450 pages Author: ©Angela White ISBN#: 978-1-945927-13-3 Next
in series: Changeling Winds (Book 2) The Bachelor Battles Box sets are now
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available! Why have more files than you need? Related to series: Life After War by
Angela White Futuristic world, love in the future, biological engineering and
control, mass extinction, forbidden romance, women ruled the world, male slave

Bone Dust and Beginnings
Beware the Blades of Karma We were supposed to have a home now, with walls
and floors. The constant traveling, trying to outrun nature was going to be over.
We were going to build a life that resembled what we had lost, full of peace and
the pursuit of happiness. We’d earned it. Then all of the dreams that had held us
through the nightmares shattered against the stone. We lost our hope, our home,
and half of our members in the attempt. Now, outlasting death long enough to
reach Kendle’s island is all that remains for us and even that isn’t certain. “The
future, cold and dark, offers little comfort. Without change, there can be no peace.
Only survivors.” Need to Know Information Title: Shattered Dreams Length: 834
pages Author: ©Angela White Publisher: C9 Publications ISBN#:
978-1-945927-65-2 Next in series: Dearly Departed (Book 8) Life After War Box
sets are now available! Why have more files than you need? Related to series:
Alexa’s Travels, Marc and Dog life after war, armageddon, post apocalyptic
survival, dystopian military fiction series, psychics and apocalypse horror, angela
white, shtf book,

The Most Dangerous Book
The Impérial Dictionary of the English Language
Years after nuclear war has devastated the world and split reality, a group of
gunfighters have come from the western radiation zones. Through the undead,
past dead, and soon-to-be dead, they've trekked the apocalypse, obeying a
forgotten code. On an impossible quest to find those who came before them, these
fighters are searching through the remnants, hoping to prove the myth of Safe
Haven.Safe Haven: A sanctuary of safety and light, of honor and duty. A Refuge for
survivors. Also: A den of darkness and danger, where murder and magic go hand-inhand.

The Killing Fields Book 2
Elements of Military Art and History
Billionaire Lucas Oliver is hell-bent on revenge. And his plan begins when Sydney
Blake—the stunning daughter of his enemy—is tricked into bidding on Lucas at a
bachelor auction. Then he serves up a little blackmailfollowed by a marriage
proposal Sydney has no choice but to accept. Sydney has been controlled by her
family her whole life. When Lucas threatens to reveal her father's shady business,
she is once again forced to do her duty for her family. But worse—oh so much
worse—is the rush of lust that Lucas ignites in her blood. Lucas is determined to
get his revenge, but it's tough when he can't keep from touching her—or thinking
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about touching her—all the time. She's not fairing much better since she's engaged
to a darkly handsome beast intent on destroying her entire familyalong with her
heart. Each book in the Bachelor Auction series is a standalone, full-length story
that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Beauty and the Bachelor
Book #2 The Millionaire Makeover Book #3 The Bachelor’s Promise Book #4 A
Millionaire at Midnight

Fight for Survival Book Five
Heroes Have Been Lost Safe Haven has been hit with awful blows since the war.
They’ve been stalked, burnt, shaken, shot, and betrayed so much that it’s
impossible to tell friends from enemies. Assassins and traitors have ruined the
fragile peace and personal dramas have weakened the dream of rebuilding a
society of love and light. Surrounded by dangerous refugees and running low on
supplies, the situation was already bleak when the camp arrived at that cursed
mountain to make their settlement. Five hundred survivors crammed into the
tunnels, hoping to be protected. They weren’t. The post-apocalyptic earthquake
that ripped apart Safe Haven’s mountain shelter took some of our beloved heroes.
They have been lost, but they will never be forgotten. Need to Know Information
Title: Dearly Departed Life After War Edition: 1st 2017 Length: 822 pages Author:
©Angela White Publisher: C9 Publications ISBN#: 978-1-945927-46-1 Next in
series: Last Call (Book 9) Life After War Related to series: Alexa’s Travels, Marc and
Dog life after war, armageddon, post apocalyptic survival, dystopian military fiction
series, psychics and apocalypse horror, angela white, shtf book,

The Dynamics Of Doctrine: The Changes In German Tactical
Doctrine During The First World War [Illustrated Edition]
[Includes 4 maps and 3 figures] This latest Leavenworth Paper is a case study in
the wartime evolution of tactical doctrine. Previous publications of the Combat
Studies Institute have examined the peacetime development of doctrine and have
increased our knowledge of how doctrine has been applied. With the publication of
Captain Lupfer’s study, “The Dynamics of Doctrine,” the Combat Studies Institute
adds another dimension to the history of the processes of doctrinal change.
Besides providing a summary of German infantry tactics of the First World War,
this study offers insights into the crucial role of leadership in facilitating doctrinal
change during battle. It once again reminds us that success in war demands
extensive and vigorous training calculated to insure that field commanders
understand and apply sound tactical Principles as guidelines for action and not as a
substitute for good judgment. It points out the need for a timely effort in collecting
and evaluating doctrinal lessons from battlefield experience. Finally, this study
reminds us of yet another fundamental lesson from the past-that tendencies
toward accepting the battlefield as a routine can be a deadly error. Altering
previously accepted tactics in the middle of a struggle, as the author points out, is
a very urgent and serious matter. As members of the Profession of Arms, we must
be sensitive to the demands of change, visionary in our examination of their
implications, and creative in our adaptation of combat organizations, tactics, and
techniques.
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An account of the dramatic writing of and fight to publish James Joyce's Ulysses
reveals how the now-classic book was the subject of a landmark federal obscenity
trial in 1933 that overturned key censorship laws.
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